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TOOLS & APPS TO TRANSFORM ONLINE LEARNING

THIS SHEET ACCOMPANIES EPISODE THREE OF THE SERIES ON YOUTUBE | CLICK HERE TO WATCH

ASSESSMENT & FEEDBACK

Quiz Assignments allow for self-marking assessments to check
understanding.
Teacher and peer comments on work and in the stream allow for real-
time collaboration.
Comment banks allow for common terms to be added easily without
repetition.
Rubrics allow for marking criteria to be shared and used in grading.

GOOGLE

CLASSROOM
Google Classroom is the mission control for all interaction with students and
parents. A place to set assignments and give announcements, offer feedback
and grade student work, allowing real classroom management from one
central application, with an ability to monitor the progress of all students and
personalise their learning experience.

ENGAGING LEARNERS

Adding different elements to an assignment - YouTube video, files and
web links - allows for a range of learning activities to take place.
Originality reports allow students to develop their place as digital citizens
rather than acting in a punitive manner when citing others' work.
Personalised assignments and commenting on progress keeps the
feedback fresh for students rather than waiting for papers to be returned.
Peer comments allows students to engage with each other.

https://youtu.be/tL8uFc6LeIg
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ACCESSIBILITY

Assignments with additional support materials, e.g. blue backgrounds or
enlarged fonts, can be sent to individual students without the stigma of
being singled out in front of others.
The mobile application allows those who might not have another device at
home other than a smartphone (85%+ 12-15yos own one according to
Ofcom) to still engage with school work.
Screen readers, voice typing, and braille displays are all baked in to
Classroom like all the other Google for Education tools.

WORKFLOW EFFICIENCY
Saving assignments into draft allows teachers to plan all their lessons at
convenient times (e.g. PPA or DD) and then release the assignments when
they need to.
Topics allow the stream to remain organised for staff and students.
A dedicated Google Drive folder and To Do list for all Classroom
assignments allows for clear structure of work.
One single point of data entry on assignments that push into Classroom
Gradebook and now with Gradebook Sync tool this can also pull into
some MIS tools, including SIMS.

EXTENDING LEARNING 

The ability to add Meet links into an announcement means that learning
can still occur outside of the four walls of the college or school - a central
place for sharing links is essential in a cluttered world. 
Scheduling of tasks allows work to be set as homework at appointed
times as per a homework calendar/routine.
The option to access Classroom on any device at any time allows for
personalisation of learning based on student context, e.g. young carers,
those with additional responsibility/jobs/appointments.
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